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Will you try to go through the whole part, speak-

 

ing your text but aluaye and continuously looking at your

image. It will give you great pleasure and great results.

You may forget all the points of the flatbed. but Just follow

this moving picture and follow everything it suggests to

you. You muet be absolutely present here. and at the same

time you must follow the image.

If you can see the character and incorporate it at

the same time it would be better. because it would make you

finer and finer. When you see your character in your imagi-

nation in each moment, you want to do the same: to see him

and at the same time to act under his influence.

Suggestions for fire. Elmhirst: Your personal modeety

dlEturbe you immensely. You must turn the whole scene to
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the audience. Your subconscious turning away is an effort

to escayo the audience. What can be done about shis? Cno

thing only - you must rely upon the ground which you have

taken for this special rehearsal. nothing else. ggfiiinstancea

when you take imagination or the objective you onlyAtako it; and

:thta‘other half of a- your effort and activity gem: in hiding

yourself as a personality.

This is a personal decision, and not an actor's

one. You must make a poisonal doeieion that if you have a

ground for a rehearsal you will take it entirely, and the

half of your personality which is still a modest person

you must send away from the rehearsal.- This is a very in-

dividual ease. and you must overcome it. You have done this

to a great extent. but thoro is still a li€€1§r§505%§ggt3131@

the reheareal room with you, and this you must not allow.

sometimes you tonne your muscles because Mrs. Elmhiret -

not the actress - is afraid of acting. and as a result the

actress geto onaller because both Mre. Elohirst and the

actress use the same body. and fire. Elohirot holds the actress

book. This marvelous human modesty can serve you as a very

fine thing, but to radiate as an actress you must overcome

it. many things are as germs and seeds which can be developed.

It is like a field which in full of seeds, and they must grow.

You have so many potential things in you for this part.

THE IMAGE:

By developing the imaginationy you will be hungry

without the image. Try to work on this whenvyou are alone.
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If you do not see the imago.quite clearly sometimes,

but you feel that the image wants you to do something. then

follow it. Try to get the habit of denying the wrong way,

which stops you. The wrong way is always when something is

purposeleso and meaningless. and does not come out of the

method. When it is not based on the method then it is wrong

from our point of View; when it is without any actual aim and

there is no means as to how to get it. In such rehearsals

as this you can go as freely and as slowly as you like. be-

cause it is your rehearsal and you can explore as much as

you sent.

Your image is always your director: this is a very

important point. The Moscow Art players always tried to

absorb the ideas of the lenders, and this gave thus very

good results sometimes because they hsd good leaders. If.

instead of that, they had transformed all those ideas into

images. they would have been much happier. 1f the director

suggests something intolloetueiiy. then turn it into an image;

IMAGIFATIOh - ACTIBG:

There is a point where there is the pure imaginativeb

efirituel state. and another where there is full acting. and

the line is a continuous unbroken one. What we are trying

to do today is to bring these two things together to a cer-

tain extent. so that it is imagination and it in action at

the some time. a certain strange thing.
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Imagination

Tho question of not having the image at tho cng in

the state of full action,io impouuibIO. Inspiration is when

the image is inspired in you. and you cannot soc him. At

this point there is no image und,on tho other hand,thoro in

.no action.

You must ooo your image and lot it spook through

you. This in the moment when no must combino darknooo and

light. If you give everything to the image it will be

purely Luciforic. and will ho weaker and weaker. You must

take tho Lucitoric thing and put it into the real body. fins

10 leading you through this kind of rehearsal? Auk your-

self this question. Do you fool how your charcotcr fools?

how can you dosorlbo your rohoaroing? What 10 your actual

basis? You must be quite aware of what you are doing. and

with which means. What other things were helping you booldou
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imagination? If you were not floundering, what was helping

you?

' When you are working alone. try sometimes to stop

obviously

on tho pluooo which aroAFough and wrong. Tho ideal case is

that the actor or actress munt oomotimos ho shookod by his or

her own action. If you don't feel this than uomcthing is

not yet born in you) you must havo this diocrimination. You

must out‘iouding questions to your character. and got the

fooling of how to work by having a ground.

LEADIFG QUESTIOKSI -“

Does your character grow by means of thin oxcroioo?

Are you led by some quite unconooiouc things during the ro~

honrnulo. or do you got curtain grounds from tho nothod?

Or are you acting as you go - more or loco accidentally?

When you are working. do you one your image and his or her

feelings? Are you penetrating into your character's feelings?

Con you any that by following thin inner lino of the fool-

inga that you are actually doing something which you can ooné

oidor as a curtain ground. or in it a thing which lives in

you quite accidentally? After you have done this oovoral

times. do you got one dooiro to elaborate certain moments?

How would you explain this to A new otudont§ how would you

invite them to do thin exorcise? how would you explain it?

If it in really leading you somewhere, how can you give it as

an exercise? How would you toll otudonto to ofsgt from tho
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point of view of the Method? By which means? You must ask

yourself such questions. and find why you do right things.

Bo oonsoioue of everything you are doing.

INNER LIFBVZOF THE IMAGE:

It in perhaps impossible to sea the image simultane-

ously throughout the rehearsal. but we must have the 19% to

do so and see it in flashes when acting; by rehearsing at the

same time. ' But if you are not reh‘eareing. you can see it

continuously. . When acting, it is very difficult to keep the

image all the time becausetho'physical world interferes. It

is possible to see the image oven to the extent that the image

comes to you. and you are simply a passive onlooker. You are

. in connection with the image. even if you don't see’ it. ‘This'

is absolutely right. It' is also the innerline'. Try to-viuu-

aliz‘e the f‘éolings of the image.

You must boewaro of all this and know it consciously.

You must train yourself in thio-way. 'If you don't see the image.

it means that you must push this part of youract'or's being and

train it. But if you are in connection with the image and‘ see

the inner line or the feelings, it is enoughr If it does not

come. you must train this ability.

INTUITION - METHOD:

Stanislavaky in the theatre. and Dr. Steiner Ein theatre,

speech and mrythnyl have both created very strong methods. and
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both have said. first of all the intuition. and then the Method.

If you accept it and have lived with it. then you can come with

tho method and analyze it. Sometimes these things an be rlrozig

in our aetiofic imaginaiion. but we must approach them after

they have given us this thing {have given something. 'x‘Io must

accept 'them as 0. growing plant, after which we can throw it

away. If we do the appoeito and take the lclothod and kill the

imagination, than the Method in inapplicable. In each period

, of \75rk. and each moment of tho School'o‘dovelolment the beat

point of the Method can be any one of the points. We must nlwayo

be ready to adjuef: our approach; thin flexibility must be loft.

I have discarded mny exercises and invented new once because

of need in differen'o oircumo’tancco. in different countrlou.

V The image follows you an the actor. When you are loch—

ing at the image and producing and rohearaing. you must make a

big effort to keep it before you, to draw it to you. to appeal

. to it: but when it cameo to you. then it really comes - you arc”

than passive. although very active. You are actually pausive,

and you receive this blooming from #210 image. Then it is the

first stop cowards the real imagination. but I call it the result

of all the previous preparatory work - it has happened! It is

there somewhere. I Imam this from my ovm experience with the

characters of Don Quixote and Hamlet.1 This in the beginning

of real imagination. It is the artistic imaginetim which is

lower than the reel imagination. but if it ham happened. you

know that you will get the part.
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CONSCIOUS \‘lGl‘xKl

Tfy to get thin simultaneous union of the imagination

and the incorporation. The part will grow through this

approach. Imagine that you are working alone and that you

give yourself certain uuggestione. and then you will try

to e0 it again by looking at your leegaiand then try to

incorporate the new suggestions which you will get. Con-

eciouoly we can only pursue one or twa means - all other

thinge must be there in the subconscious. The important

thing in to work conesiouely. It in important that we are

able to do coneoiouely some work which we have chosen. You

can take a separate thing each time and concentrate on it.

This in the way to escape f1°“”d§§éng and wasting your time.

You must not be afraid of looinZAthinge - if they are there

they will come back again. He must Work ooneciously by know-

ing each time what our aim is. It ie possible to take differ-

ent phases of the style. such as tempo. presence. urgency,

etc. They can be taken one at a time for the purpose of

exercise, and then they can be canbined-

CHAT: ACTE-fi IZA'I'IGK'E 1

This exercise will conclude a certain series of

enereiece which we have had. When we have become accustomed

to the feeling of the center in our chest and the whole body

as a harmonious thing around thin center. then it is good
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to Imam that from this experience of our bodies as a harmonious

composition of limbs. we will get the feeling of what it

really means to tone 3. chomc’cerizabion. moh characterization

is more or less the offshoot hon a certain ideal stats. If

“no have the rih'ht feeling for this fine or rude thing. then

we will get a special fine feeling for csoh chemcterization.

psychologically and bodily. if Hue knew ourselves.

When each of us lawns himself as e harmonious figure

with the center- in the chest. then every small thing is a big

characterization. This changing of the simple bodily posi-

tion will speak very much. but if I neglect this ideal position

of w body and my psychology and do only some tricks, in will

$011 so nothing. because I will always be in some contorted

smte. If we have this ideal experience of our mm burly.

then all the possible characterizations will be displayed

before us. It gives us c. comm feeling for all kinds of

characterizations.

This is shot I vfint to give you today. We have our

ex'gncicos for developing the imagination. some of which so

naive done. but the whole gamut'oi‘ the imagination can be dos-

cribod as a series. or a sooucnce of certain inner events which

are actually the product oifi the imagination. which grows and

grows and comes to the last point. Point one is the simple

ability to concentra'ho: if we are able toeconcon‘trato. this is

the ability to imagine so‘nething. (Do all the points very

quickly.)
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CONCENTRATION!

. 1. Cencantrato on a heman figure which climbs up

a hill. Try to remember everything we mdetstand sheet concen-

tration; This means that your whole being is occupied by

clinging an to. or embmcing something.

IHAGIHATIOHI

2. Simple imagination: That means ‘ahat we concen-

trate on something and are able. by mane of our concentration.

to penetraco into this image so that net only the outer

appearance is before our mind's eye. but the inner- thlng as

well.

INCORBORATION l

3. Now take the same figure and try to imagine it.

By ambz-z‘teingihle imaginary figure with our whole inner being.

try to penetrate into it. Our imagination must be able to

influence us as uctore - that maanewo aunt imagine wifih our

acting abilltleu. Thin 5.5 mm’c we call incorporation - that

means that when we havo "thin imcige, we fix it with our power

of concentration, than we have it: we act it. We give. this

image our own body and cmo’clensfand the imagd‘begine an if

to move us - we incorporate the image wit}; eui cam body.

Reheame it several times in your lmagifiation.‘

' From this you will see that there is a certain

gradation: 1. Simple ngaflon. 2. Simple ability to

penetrate into the image. 3. Incorporation.
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CONTINUOUS INCORPORATION OF THE ImeEI

1%. If our imagination is developed to a very high

extent. it is possible to do the touching thing. which it;

very difficul" but very useful for rehears‘,ng. To be able to

ace the image - thin is the ideal cane ~ to imagine centinuouely

in the scene which you aro actingfimnd centinuously' to rehearse

by following; this image which you have. Not an in film pronoun

of incorporation - where we first imagine and then we incor-

porate [man we have imagined —, butr ccn‘binuouely imagining the

_ person cf’sinbing up the hill, I keep this image and incorporpjte

if: can-Itinueuely." Therefore. I dc; all my movementu because I

follow him who is cenizinueusly baroro my nind's eye. 7

This is difficult. but it is a very important ability.

and it will help us to rehearse without falling into .the dangerous

cliche world. Because if we have nothing befere ms and nothing

inside of us. which in often no at the beginning of rehearsing

a certain play or pure. then we fall into cliches. But if we

are able. by means of our highly do'voloped imagination. to

always fella”: our image. we are saved from these cliches. and .

Iemom’cipg

the image is the first stop to the insPiraizion, which in in and

 

 

no are always on the my to the inspiration because ~39

out.

INSPIRATION:

5. Igsgimtien.- this is the moat hAppy nonen‘t for

all artists and actors as well. This is the best moment in the
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following oenso. When you have a highly developed imagination.

and when you have exercised this imagination several times in

a certain special part. the moment will come when the image

will not be created by you any more. but will como to you on

ito own. This moment cannot ho forced at all. It will come

as the result of all tho other four pointa, and this is the

moment when the image comes to you and pays you a visit, so

that you cannot resist following it because it is here.

You have worked on the four points. and the moment

comes when you see your character) you see your imago because

it is there. and you cannot do anything but follow it because

it in strong enoughtto stay before your mind'o eyo. That will

come, and muot como if the imagination is trained well enough.

and if you have worked upon the particular character long

enough.

6. This is what we call Inspiration. We cannot

force this moment either. Tho characteristic for this inspira-

tion in that you cannot any longer oeo the image. This in the

moat interesting thing. You have soon the image. you have

created it - let no say it is an old man. You have worked upon

it in your imagination and have tried to incorporate it. Then

the happy moment comoo when you soo it. and you enjoy - as if

passively - his life. his actiono. and then the next moment

you cannot see him. why? Because it is in you ~ you arc tho

old man. and it is no longer you hero and he there. And this is
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the real moment of inspiration when you do not actually know

what you do on the stage. because the image which you have

created through all these points has taken your whole nature.

and now it is no longer to be soon — it is in you and leads

§ou and acts for you. These last two points are not to be

forced. and we must accept them an a great blessing. This

in the reward for one long work in the four;stages.

with thesgifpointe we have actually the whole

psychology of imagineiion. end the whole school of imagination

applying to our art. If you know this you will be able to

manage your proceee of roheexeing absolutely consciously.

You will know. for instance. why today it dooo not go well.

because I on inattentive, or I don't nee my image pieporly.

or I don‘t incorporate it fully.. Thgq%§?}hoint in the only

thing we have not done to date - we are always expecting fihe

fifth- and sixth.

We will take the same person who climb; up the

hill, but will look at him and incorporate him a: the same

time. Try to get the idea about this kind of following the

imagination. ‘The ideal case would be to be flexible enough

to follow the tempo; Let the image be before you the whole

time. fine type of actor can imagine the image before him,

another actor can imagine it behind him.oend another above

him. another can imagine the image on a big etege - it does

not matter, the character itself will lead you to the right

image.
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We raga; ggycgréaouébiialéiity to keep the image in spite

of all the physical/\difi‘icultios. By imagining the outer

and inner parts. the body will sometimes disappear. noma-

times the soul.' but the ideal in to keep it all togethor, and

tho offer-t to keep it all together in what makes the spine

of the exercise. Very often you will get only parts of tho

charactor. and than the whole thing will come. The igleul

cam: in when ycu will got the wholo character.

Take another image: “this is quite a. naturalistic

exercise. You are in a. hurry. packing your things, and

going to a train. Imwinu tho room and Vtho things lying there.

and tho whobprocosm or packing. Create simultaneounly the

action with the image; Prepare only the room

in your imagination. After doing thin exercise you will

understand how important it is tb‘imégin'e‘ with our whole

actor's being. because if no imagine somebody. not with our

brain, but with our whole actor'u lining, than it is the kind

of image we can follow becaua'o we are actually usixigfour

aoqzor‘o powers and qualities to create the image. So we are

brother's absolutely.

Sumctimcu no imagine it like a picture on the

wall. and our actor's qualities ar'o pansivo - we are simply

looking at something; as wa do when we sit in the movies. We

are actually doing nothing - uomctimen if gangsters are there

we are active. It is a wrong kind of imagination if we

take this as our imagination. But at the moment when the
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gongsteru take our whole activity it is the right imagi-

nation, and we must alx-zays follow with our active mghmtion.

When we worked with the exercises on King Lear and Claudine

‘thet was actually the beginning of the right kind of imagi—

nation, with our hands andhith our whole body. 'Ihon no came

to tho incoryoration. which in the continuation of the pre-

coeo. and now we have come to point 1i. so that psychologically

it 10 one unbroken lino!

Try to improvise The Fiahinzr Senna, doing anything

you like. being led by the image which leads you.

Question: (yeulux) Sometimes I discover that my image is

myself - I am Imtching myself do it. In that wrong?

w. me. Actually when you are prcpehing a part - for

ihstzmcc, I an Don Quixote let us say - it must be mo. If

you will follow the Don' Quixote who in you. you will find the

right things. But if you u-y to recall your own experience.

by thinking back or recalling you: own emotional memory

only. then you are yourself and perhaps small in connection

with the image. At: the moment when you proJeet yourself

somewhere. you are no longer small. You are you in the bad

sense only wrainyou are retrospective. out at the moment when

you have gone beyond that so that it is Don Quixote and you

“together. that is the only way and the only kind of character

you can rely.on-

Question: Is it right :0 see myself as I’aulépiaging Don Quixote?

r
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AnsWer: Quito right - it is the most beautiful thing. If

you only imagine Don Quixote. then you are powerless to incor-

porate it. It must have some relationship to you as a porson,

and at the moment when you feel that you would like to set this

part, that is the moment when you bring yourself and the image

together. You can imagine yourself actually as you are. doing

something. It is very good. but at the same time you are

trying to draw emotions from yourself by different psychological

means. At the moment when you are able to project yourself into

the world of the image, it is no longer you. The artist begins

with this world in which he is able to project.- not in going

into himself. To project is the right way.

It is better to start with the image that you see.

There are obstacles. but it is not important to look upon them.”

It is important to know that if I cannot see my image, I must'

make an effort to see it. I know another type of actor who

sees marvelous clear pictures. but cannot act them. It is

another kind of obotscle, but our aim is to be able to see and

to be able to follow the gesture. and then we will awaken

everything in our souls which we are aiming at.

FOLLOW THE IhnGEI

When I was young. I admired another actor very much.

and I started all the parts which I was preparing by imagining

him acting them. You may ask where was I? I was actually

always me, as me. It was absolutely inspiring because I loved

him, and believed in him.2
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The tank for us is only to follow thin one thing -

the image. other pointu can be included fat; the purpose of

exercising, but the ideal. case in that we must alwayo embrace.

lalwaya follow the image.' This wo'uld b0 the ideal case - the

new type of acte‘r. Therefore. if it in not necessary, do not

pay attention to‘ the other points in the Method. When we come

to acting - free acting — than we expect all these things to

come out of us. I

By imagining thin image which leadu no. it in poenible.

of course, to iuginu something vem'big and without details. ac

Alan has done; In that case, it wan (do a great extentglyihg. ,.

because of all the details which you had not fouhd. But, if

we could find the truth at once. we would not need to rehearse!

In the next rehearsal you will know what to repair;

We must start with \mcomplicated thingn. It in pom.

siblo to imagine a long etoty without details. and to fellow

, it. being led jr'gbur image. anti it in also possible to Bitqt ..

a tableand Selim thc smallest detail; We are able to fix

our image an we like} whether we want to take small details

or to act this big' thing. it dopendu on us when we are at the

fourth point. ' The fifth point no longer dopendn 'c'n us. I


